
Toronto SEO is Feeling Google Possum's Impact: Here's 
How 
 

As a business owner, you may have noticed some recent changes in your SEO data. 

Google released it's newest algorithm update: Possum. And it's changing the way that businesses 
of all types are running their SEO to reach their customers. 

This time around, the shift has brought around some great changes we wanted to share with you. 
Take advantage of Google Possum and you could see growth in your business' success.  

Within the past few years, Google has released quite a few major changes to their algorithms. 
With each change, Toronto SEO services have felt a shift across the board.  

Google's Possum update has changed the way results are ranked and appear to users. These 
changes are marked by shifts in keyword choice and even the location of the businesses in 
relation to those who are doing the searching. 

So, as a business looking to bring their SEO back up to par, what do you do? 

Awkward Media has you covered. As a digital marketing, SEO, and web design firm in Toronto, 
we know firsthand how daunting and confusing navigating a sudden change in the way Google 
handles SEO is. 

That's why we have put together this helpful breakdown of Google's Possum update.  

Why does Google update in the first place? 

Think of Google as a living organism. Though it has all the great working parts, it will need to 
evolve over time to continue functioning at its best level. 

Just as more business owners are seeing the importance of SEO, not-so-credible businesses are 
shifting towards SEO as well.  

There are currently 1 billion active websites currently on the web. This leaves Google with a 
lot to sift through when giving a user the best results to their search.  

Using Toronto-based SEO is one way to ensure your website will appear during localized 
searches. To better reach your target audience and grow the success of your business, Google is 
actively trying to shake spam websites off of its rankings with new algorithms.  

Whenever an update occurs, it is understandably irking to see your SEO results suddenly shift or 
even drop. However, these updates are not intended to harm your business. 



It's best to view them as a method to ensure that your website (and success) continues to evolve 
with the times.  

What Google's Possum update is doing to Toronto SEO 

As with all changes, our SEO will need to take some time to fully adapt to Google's Possum 
update.  

But in order to take these changes in stride, it's important to know what Possum has done to 
enhance SEO and what you can do to use this to your advantage. 

Local results are totally different 

With "near me" searches doubling between 2014 and 2015, Google's Possum updated has taken 
this information to heart. 

Businesses everywhere can now expect to see more and more weight placed on location rather 
than the use of an SEO term in general. 

This means that users will have to adjust the ways they complete their searches in order to get the 
best result. Users searching for something in Toronto from, say, New York City, will get 
different search results from those searching within Toronto city limits.  

Reaching your target audiences means you should be including using your city name a part of 
your SEO in order to see your web traffic increase due to Google's new algorithm change. 

No physical address? Things are changing for you. 

Alternately, businesses that lacked a physical address, or were located outside of the city they 
were trying to target, struggled to be ranked by Google and appear on their first page. 

In a positive shift, Google Possum now enables these companies, like those targeting Toronto 
SEO from outside the city limits or without a physical address, to appear ranked.  

How? By using SEO linked to a city's name, these companies are now able to become ranked 
despite not having a physical address listed. Long gone are the days where companies had to try 
and "cheat" by listing a dummy address to try and trick Google, a tactic linked to getting your 
results filtered out nonetheless. 

Wording is key 

To touch on an earlier point, Google's Possum updated has highlighted the importance of 
wording. Whether this is on your side, or the users, results are not changing based on the selected 
wording of the search. 



Websites that previously did not appear in a typical search for "Toronto Clinic" may now begin 
to appear under that term. This is an improvement for businesses that only appeared when a user 
searched "Clinic Toronto." 

Businesses can add a city, state, or an abbreviation to the terms used within their SEO. As 
a result, may begin to notice better results thanks to this new shift towards specific wording 
dictating what results appear. 

Don't get left behind 

With such huge changes happening to the way Possum is changing the Google search result 
pages, it's important to use the shifts in SEO to your advantage. 

In order to do that, we encourage you to reach out to us at Awkward Media to make the most 
competitive move with the shift in the way we need to approach our SEO. 

As SEO experts, we know exactly what your company needs to make the next big step in 
increasing web traffic and, ultimately, conversions onto the use of your business.  

Google's Possum update and any changes in the future don't have to come as a detrimental hit to 
your company. Instead of fighting to navigate algorithm changes on your own, allow Awkward 
Media to take control of your SEO and prove to you that we know the worth of your company.  

Our work speaks for itself– Awkward Media proud to hold such a high standard within the SEO 
market because we know that it gets results and creates more successful local 
businesses. Contact us to take that next step.  

  

 


